Date: 09/19/2014  
Time: 10:00 A.M. to 10:30 A.M.  
Present: Kean, Kyle, Marissa  
Clients: Ms. Partridge-Brown and Ms. Sandler

Client Meeting #2

Laptop Specs:
- Needs to have Wi-Fi capabilities  
- Microsoft Office  
- Otherwise up to client’s preferences

Databases:
- Client laptop will not host database  
- Databases will be hosted on Siena’s Oracle server until projects completion  
- For system maintenance beyond the course the client will have to find a new host server

Customer Checkout Data:
- Items highlighted in sample data are high priority/ high demand items  
- Approximate values for items are fixed

“Buy-in”:
- Possible cooperative “buy-in” model may be followed in the future  
- For example: 10 hours of work = $150 worth of clothing  
- A system user can use approximate values to calculate how many/which times a customer can buy